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The CCSDS Spacecraft Monitoring & Control Working Group is developing standardised Mission Operations (MO) Services that enable interoperable information exchange between collaborating agencies or organisations involved in the operations of space missions. This approach uses service-oriented concepts and focuses on meaningful (semantic level) information exchange. Standards already in place define a Reference Model; a Message Abstraction Layer (MAL); and a Common Object Model that provides a template for a generic service. The MAL isolates services from deployment technology and may be "bound" to multiple message transport and encoding technologies - including both terrestrial technologies and space communications protocols. Each MO service defines the Information Model for a specific type of information, together with the operations that can be performed on this. Currently, only basic M&C services have been specified, but future services have been identified to support the exchange of Mission Planning information. For the last CCSDS technical workshop, a Call for Interest was issued for the development of such Mission Planning service specifications. The paper presents an initial “straw man” concept for such services, identifying the types of information exchange that could potentially be supported and considering some of the key requirements and challenges that any such standardisation effort will need to address.

I. Introduction

The Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) is an international standards organisation affiliated to the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO). Its Spacecraft Monitoring & Control Working Group is developing a set of standardised Mission Operations (MO) Services that enable interoperable information exchange between collaborating agencies or organisations involved in the operations of space missions. The approach uses service-oriented concepts and focuses on meaningful (semantic level), end-to-end information exchange between software applications supporting mission operations functions. These applications may be distributed between organisations and also between a range of space and ground-based systems. The resultant MO Services will support both live information exchange and open access to operations history.

The focus of the working group to date has been in the definition of an extensible framework for the definition of such services that is independent of technology used to deploy the services. This allows for the evolution of implementation technology during the long lifetime of many space systems and also for the diversity of transport protocols that may be required to support communication in different environments.

The CCSDS Mission Operations Services Concept identifies a range of application level services, including several that are relevant to the Mission Planning function:

---
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• Planning Request
• Scheduling
• Navigation

To date only the Monitoring & Control service has been developed. As part of the CCSDS Technical Meeting held in Darmstadt, Germany in April 2012, a call for interest was issued to members of the Mission Planning community to initiate the process of service standardisation relevant to Space Mission Planning. A dedicated session on the topic was attended by 58 specialists, mostly from Europe. A similar session is now planned for the next CCSDS Technical Meeting in Cleveland, Ohio later this year. Providing sufficient support is obtained from member agencies, the formal process of standardisation within CCSDS will then be initiated.

This paper provides background on the CCSDS Mission Operations Services and the potential scope and benefits of MO Mission Planning services, before proposing an initial concept for such services, incorporating initial feedback obtained during the session in Darmstadt.

II. Overview of CCSDS Mission Operations Service Concept

Mission operations functions are increasingly distributed more widely than a central Mission Control Centre (Fig. 2). There may be separate Payload Operations Centres, Payload Data Processing Centres, as well as Principal Investigator (PI) teams and end users. The spacecraft and payload manufacturers may play a continuing role from initial development into mission operations; and the increasing capability of on-board computers allows the migration of intelligence from ground to space-based systems. This distribution of functions often crosses organisational boundaries, due to the collaborative nature of space missions and requires interoperability between agencies. It can also highlight the boundaries between functions and systems within an organisation where intra-operability between major system components is desirable to enable re-use and rapid integration of mission systems.

The CCSDS MO Services Concept introduced previously seeks to establish an extensible set of standard Mission Operations services to support inter- and intra-operability between applications at organizational, functional and system boundaries.

Standards already developed include a Reference Model\textsuperscript{2}; a Message Abstraction Layer (MAL)\textsuperscript{3}; and a Common Object Model (COM)\textsuperscript{4}. Application level MO Services are defined in terms of the MAL and COM for specific types of mission operations information exchange. This layered framework for service specification is illustrated in Fig. 3.

The MO Services themselves support meaningful message exchange between

Figure 2. Distributable Mission Operations Functions. Distribution of functions exposes potential MO services at interoperable boundaries between organizations/entities and systems, increasingly including the space segment itself.

Figure 3. Layered MO Service Framework. MO Services support semantic level interaction between mission operations applications. These are defined in terms of the Message Abstraction Layer that can be deployed over different messaging technologies. To allow deployed applications to interoperate, a common binding must be used.
applications, independent of programming language or underlying message encoding and transport. An extensible set of MO Services can be defined, each based on a shared model for a particular class of information exchanged, together with the set of operations that the service consumer can invoke.

The COM provides a generic template for an MO service and the object classes it defines simplify the specification of individual MO services and ensure a harmonised approach across multiple services.

The MAL defines an abstract message structure and a set of standard interaction patterns for message exchange, including both request-response and publish-subscribe patterns. The MAL isolates services from deployment technology and may be "bound" to multiple message transport and encoding technologies - including both terrestrial technologies and space communications protocols. Two types of MAL binding exist:

- **Language Bindings** define how to express the API for a service in a particular programming language. This defines a transformation rather than a specific service API and therefore defines the API for all services specified in terms of the MAL. Communicating applications can be implemented in different languages and use different Language Bindings, but still interoperate as the underlying communication is defined in terms of the MAL.
- **Technology Bindings** define how the MAL messages and interaction patterns are implemented for a specific messaging technology. A common technology binding must be used to enable interoperability between applications, but which technology is used in deployment is transparent to the application layer and can be specific to deployment requirements. Bridging between technologies is also possible at the MAL layer. Standardisation of technology bindings allows for interoperability between independently developed systems, but private bindings can also be developed for intra-operability between applications within a single system context. All MO Services can be migrated to a different deployment technology through the definition or adoption of an alternative MAL technology binding.

### III. Potential Scope and Benefits of MO Mission Planning Services

#### A. Benefits of Standardizing MO Mission Planning Services

The specification of standardized interoperable interfaces between PIs, Users, Operating Agencies and Spacecraft would in itself bring a number of benefits. Each organization would be able to develop or integrate their own multi-mission systems that can then be rapidly integrated via the common service layer with other systems as required to support a particular mission. It does not preclude the re-use of legacy systems, but only one adaptation layer is required to support all missions, rather than many mission-specific bespoke interfaces.

The development of a standard will require the alignment and agreement of common concepts across multiple missions and mission classes. This does not imply a "one size fits all" approach – separate standards or optional elements within standards may be required to support different concepts – but where commonality exists, alignment of concepts and terminology will simplify integration. Standards would need to recognize different approaches to mission planning, including:

- **Task, Constraint or Goal-based algorithms**
- **Time, Position or Event-based Plans and Schedules**
- **Discrete, Multi-part and Repetitive Operations**

Many current mission planning interfaces are supported by exchanging files of agreed format, sometimes with many file formats being used within a single mission system, with different formats being used to exchange similar data across different interfaces. Simple agreement on common, standard file formats would bring benefits in itself, but has limitations:

- It assumes file transfer as the exchange protocol
- It only defines the static aspects of information exchange (the data structure) and not the dynamic interaction protocol required to initiate an exchange or provide feedback on status. This is currently often achieved through ad-hoc operational mechanisms, including phone calls and person-to-person e-mail exchanges.

MO Planning Services would define both the static information exchanged and the dynamic interaction protocol for those exchanges, as a set of standard operations that include provision of status feedback to the initiator. Multiple messaging technologies can be supported based on the same service specification: file exchange can be supported, but so can other technologies, such as e-mail, enterprise service buses or packet TM/TC links. It is also an enabler for the recording of service history.

Despite these benefits, the question has been raised as to whether there is a net cost benefit. The cost of developing standards has to be set against cost savings in deployment and operations of mission systems, which are
difficult to predict. However, an advantage of developing MO Planning Services is that the cost of standards development is minimized by building on the existing MO Service framework.

B. Scope of Mission Planning Services

Figure 4 illustrates the anticipated context of MO Mission Planning services as envisaged by the MO Services Concept1. This is an initial perspective that is subject to revision in the course of any future standardization program.

The scope of MO Services is to standardize the exposed interfaces between applications and not to standardize the applications themselves. The objective is to enable integration of a range of different Mission Planning solutions and algorithms into the wider mission operations system. This allows for re-use across missions, evolutionary change and innovation.

The Mission Planning function is shown surrounded by a set of services that support loosely-coupled interaction with other systems.

Mission Planning System interfaces include: the submission of planning requests from end users and members of the operations team that correspond to operations to be performed or goals to be achieved (shown as a Planning Request service in blue); the receipt of orbit vectors or predicted events that may be needed to identify when such operations should be performed (Orbital Event service in green); interaction with network service providers to identify the availability of ground station and relay satellite resources and to negotiate allocation of these to support mission operations (Contact Scheduling service in grey); and the provision of plans or schedules to delegated operations execution functions located within the ground segment and/or on-board the spacecraft (Scheduling service in orange).

The Orbital Event service is anticipated as an MO Navigation service, and contact scheduling is already addressed by the CCSDS Cross-Support Services Service Management standard. MO Mission Planning standardization is therefore expected to focus on Planning Request (input) and Scheduling (output) services.

In the case that the Mission Planning function is itself distributed, then either the Planning Request or Scheduling services can be used to delegate responsibility for a sub-plan/schedule to another system.

IV. Identification of Potential MO Mission Planning Services

This section outlines the approach taken during the workshop held at the CCSDS Technical Meeting in Darmstadt, April 2012 in response to the Call for Interest in MO Mission Planning services. The focus of this meeting was to engage the Mission Planning community in the proposed standardization process and identify candidate services for standardization. Following an introduction to the MO Services Concept by the working group, several short position papers were presented by Mission Planning specialists before a discussion forum was held structured around the following questions:

- Which mission planning scenarios should be considered?
- What are the communicating entities and functions involved in mission planning?
- Which candidate services can be identified – and what should be explicitly excluded?
- Has work already been done that can be used as a basis for standardisation in this area?

These issues are discussed below, together with a summary of what needs to be done to define an MO Service.
A. Mission Planning Scenarios

The distribution of mission planning functions and users for a given mission is dependent on a number of factors. Firstly there is the class of mission:

- Earth Observation missions: can be both systematic (little end-user interaction) and request-based (driven by end-user interaction).
- Observatory missions: similar to above
- Science/Exploration missions: can have complex constraints due to competing resource requirements of different instruments
- Communications and Navigation missions
- Surface Landers and Rovers: increasing levels of autonomy lead to on-board planning capability
- Manned Space missions

Secondly there is the structure of the ground-based mission operations organization:

- Single Mission Control Centre
- Distributed operational responsibility (e.g. Payload and Platform)
- Separate Payload Data Segment

Thirdly there is the degree of on-board autonomy:

- Limited: real-time operations driven from the ground (typical for Communications satellites)
- On-board schedule providing mission timeline capability
- On-board position-based scheduling: increasingly common for Earth Observation missions
- On-board autonomy: goal-based commanding or autonomous re-planning (e.g. on rovers)

It is clear that there are commonalities across multiple mission classes and an indication that it would be possible to derive a smaller set of mission criteria that impact mission planning. No full analysis has yet been performed, but potential criteria include:

- Whether the mission is systematic or request-driven
- Whether tasking is by time, position or event
- Whether the spacecraft requires pointing to satisfy individual requests
- Whether planning responsibility is distributed
- Whether the spacecraft can autonomously modify the plan/schedule

B. Communicating Entities and Functions

A generalized view of the functions involved in Mission Planning and their interactions is given in Fig. 5. This is consistent with the view previously given in Fig. 4 and interactions are colour coded to indicate potential services. Two instances of the Planning function are shown to illustrate the scope for distributed Mission Planning.

These functions may be distributed over a number of distinct entities (organizations and systems) within a given space mission system. There is not a fixed set of such entities, but typical examples include:

- User Community / PIs
- Science/Payload Operations Centre
- Payload Processing Centre
- Spacecraft Operations Centre
- Flight Dynamics / Navigation (usually part of SOC)
- Ground Tracking Network
- Unmanned Spacecraft
- Surface Lander / Rover
- Manned Space Vehicle

**Figure 5. Functions Involved in (Distributed) Mission Planning.**

Multiple functions can generate tasking requests as input into planning and planning can distribute plans/schedules to multiple ground-based or on-board execution environments. Predicted events are required by the planning process and interaction is also required with ground station scheduling.
Figure 6 illustrates potential deployment of each of the functions shown in Fig. 5 to the entities listed above. It is where the interactions between the functions are exposed across one or more boundaries between these entities that there is justification for standardization within CCSDS as a potentially interoperable interface between agencies.

From this it is evident that all the interactions shown above are potential candidates for MO Services.

C. Potential Services and Exclusions

Prior to the discussion, the working group had identified two candidate MO Mission Planning services, corresponding to the interactions shown in Fig. 5 between Tasking and Planning, and between Planning and Execution:

- Tasking / Planning Request Service
- Plan / Schedule Distribution Service (including execution feedback)

These correspond to operational interfaces used routinely to support mission operations. The feedback received from the planning community is that they are seen as candidates for service standardization and that there would be a clear benefit to service level standardization that also addresses the interaction protocol rather than just limiting standardization to a data exchange format. Several participants expressed the opinion that standardization of the Scheduling service would be easier than standardization of the Planning Request service, because of the diversity in the content of tasking requests between missions. It was also proposed that a simple approach should be adopted initially for Planning Requests: standardizing the interaction between the user community and Mission Planning system, rather than the full content of the tasking requests themselves. This can then be refined as greater commonality between requests is identified.

In addition to these dynamic information exchanges, several participants identified a need to standardize the exchange of static planning configuration data. This is used by the Mission Planning function itself as part of the planning process and typically comprises planning constraints, rules and resource usage profiles. While this may be considered “private” to the Mission Planning function, in practice the nature of the planning constraints often needs to be understood by several actors in the system, including:

- Spacecraft and Payload Manufacturers
- PIs and Users
- Distributed Mission Planning systems (e.g. Payload and Spacecraft Operations Centres).

A general concern expressed is that the nature of this information may be specific to the Mission Planning algorithms and tools used. Standardization may therefore be difficult to achieve, and the interactions supported are
both infrequent and off-line. The consensus was that this area should not be considered initially for standardization, but that emphasis should be given to the operational interfaces identified above.

Standardization of the provision of predicted orbital events is considered to be a candidate for MO Navigation services, rather than specifically associated with Mission Planning, but it was suggested that the mission planning community should also be involved in the standardization process.

It is accepted that the process by which space link service providers and space missions exchange information needed to arrange spacecraft contact periods is excluded from the scope of MO Services as it is already addressed by the CCSDS Communications Cross Support Service Management Standard.

D. MO Service Definition

Specification of application level MO Services requires:
- Definition of the associated Information Model (Service Objects)
- Definition of the Service Operations, each mapped to a MAL interaction pattern
- Provision of Service Configuration (Object Definitions) for service deployment

The following does not require specification as it is provided by the MO Service framework:
- Message Encoding/Binding to the Messaging Technology (providing the required binding is already available)
- Specific Definition of the API – standard language transformations apply to all MO Services for supported languages and can be used to autogenerate the API.
- Definition of Service Discovery, Login, Authentication, etc. as these are covered by the MO Common Services Specification
- Specification of a dedicated Service History Model as this can be derived from the MO COM

A key aspect of service definition will be to define the information model associated with these interfaces. The first challenge in standardisation will be to agree common terminology that can be used to describe the service information model and operations.

Representation of plans or schedules is not limited to simple time-tagged lists of commands, but increasingly will need to represent operations tagged by other initiation criteria, including position, predicted events, state conditions or user interventions. Other aspects may need to be reflected in the model, such as applicable configuration, allocation of operational responsibility and priority. Similarly, the information model for planning requests may need to address discrete, serial and repetitive operations.

In addition to information structures, service definitions also address the pattern of information exchange that is required between collaborating systems or components. This includes the dynamic update of service data, for example to provide feedback on execution status of schedules, or to reflect changes to a plan or schedule made by a collaborating system. Service operations can be defined to support:
- Injection of Planning Requests – either individually or as a batch
- Provision of feedback on the status of a Planning Request
- Publishing of a new or updated Plan or Schedule
- Modification of the Plan/Schedule – either discrete changes or in batch
- Provision of feedback on the status of the Plan/Schedule – either live or as a batch off-line update, and for both planning changes and execution status.

E. Existing Standards and other Inputs to Standardization

Before development of any MO Mission Planning Services takes place a full survey of existing standards and other potential inputs to the standardization process will need to be performed to ensure that there is no unnecessary duplication of standards and that full advantage is taken of any existing body of work. A number of potential sources were identified by participants in the workshop. These include:
- The OGC OpenGIS Sensor Planning Service
- The European Ground Segment Technology Harmonisation Programme
- Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL)

PDDL has been under development in the planning academic community for some years and offers a potential solution for the exchange of planning configuration data.
V. Conclusions

Development of standard Mission Planning Services based on the MO Service framework developed by the CCSDS Spacecraft Monitoring & Control working group would promote software re-use and simplify the integration of distributed mission planning and wider mission operations systems. A call for interest in the topic resulted in significant support at a workshop held during the CCSDS technical meeting held in Darmstadt, Germany in April 2012. This did not result in universal agreement on the scope of potential MO Mission Planning services, but recommended an initial focus on operational interfaces including Planning Request and Scheduling services, rather than attempting to address the more complex problem of exchanging planning constraints and other configuration data. An important aspect of service standardization for the operational planning interfaces is to address the interaction protocols used to exchange information as well as the information content of those interactions. This is expected to deliver operational benefits in the short-term as it avoids manually intensive exchanges via ad-hoc mechanisms including telephone and e-mail. For the information content itself it is recommended that this is initially kept simple, but extensible to allow incremental development of the standards to support different mission classes and deployment scenarios. The first step in standardization of MO Mission Planning services will be harmonization of the terminology to be used in the specification of standards, to ensure a common understanding between different organizations.

The Mission Planning workshop will be repeated at the next CCSDS Technical Meeting in Cleveland, Ohio in the fall of 2012. If sufficient support can be obtained from multiple space agencies, then the process of establishing a new CCSDS working group to develop the standards will be initiated.

Appendix A

Acronym List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>API</td>
<td>Application Programming Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSDS</td>
<td>Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM</td>
<td>[CCSDS MO] Common Object Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIS</td>
<td>Geographic Information System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO</td>
<td>International Organization for Standardization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M&amp;C</td>
<td>Monitoring and Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAL</td>
<td>[CCSDS MO] Message Abstraction Layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO[S]</td>
<td>[CCSDS] Mission Operations [Services]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAV</td>
<td>[CCSDS MO] Navigation Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGC</td>
<td>Open Geospatial Consortium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDDL</td>
<td>Planning Domain Definition Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>Principal Investigator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLN</td>
<td>[CCSDS MO] Mission Planning Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLE</td>
<td>[CCSDS] Space Link Extension Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOC</td>
<td>Spacecraft (or Science) Operations Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM/TC</td>
<td>Telemetry / Telecommand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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